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Excerpt from the editorial of the exhibition Truth,
October 2011

In his discussion [Good Manners in the Age of
WikiLeaks, in London Review of Books, Vol.33 No.2;
20 January 2011], Žižek introduces the concept
of appearance and social behaviour, focusing
on the interplay between truth and lie, and fascinatingly lessening the dichotomy between the two;
to the point of suggesting the non-indispensability
of knowing what is true and what is false, and,
conversely, putting forward the indispensability
of re-considering the role of appearance. Power
does not inescapably derive from knowing all that
is ‘behind the facade’ or being able to prove that
a given fact is true. Rather, with an emphasis
on historical political crisis, the philosopher suggests
what the WikiLeaks case exemplifies: ‘tak[ing] the risk
of provoking the disintegration of the appearances’.
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Re: Richard Sides: The Joyful System 2.0
(Your pre-approved for a Wire Transfer) 2011
TRUTH: www.or-bits.com/truth.php

The Joyful System 2.0 (Your pre-approved for a Wire
Transfer) and The Joyful System (FOOK your
ENTITLEMENT) are individual works within Sides’
project, The Joyful System, the former exploring
the format of a ‘website as theatre’ and the latter
a script / poem. Both works operate as journeys
through the artist’s own reaction to technological
infrastructures, the systems behind contemporary
media and socio-cultural landscapes, and how
these ideas create limitations, boundaries, and
augmentations of experience.

Richard Sides The Joyful System
(FOOK your ENTITLEMENT) 2013

Richard Sides
Richard Sides (b. 1985, Rotherham, UK) lives and works in London. Sides often works
with various media to explore philosophical ideas of presence, temporality, mathematical structure, metaphysics and human perception. This practice often involves
sound, which is used as a material conduit for examining sense experience in relation
to less humanistic patterns and objects. The role of ‘framing’ plays an important part
in his practice and plays, installations, DJ sets and narratives are a recurring mode
of presentation. Through this, the works pose multiple meanings and associations
as a way to develop a language for questioning the objects (meta-language) and
an expanded sense of space / visualization with relation to definition. This model
is also explored through his curatorial and collaborative practice.
MG:
The Joyful System is a work that I believe started during your residency
at [SPACE] Studios (London). At that time I assisted to a two-hour performance that comprised a video projection, an installation with a network
of computers, a reading, and live sound. Can you tell me more about
how this work has developed from there to become the work presented
in the Truth exhibition? There was also the work broadcast for 128kbps
objects, Stop Killing my Buzz (expanded edition 0.5), is this related to the
above and if so, how?
RS:
The Joyful System started as a play that developed out of the residency
I did at [SPACE] Studios. Even though I spent the majority of my time
there developing generative computer systems and systems that could
respond to external stimulus through endless parameter changes,
producing a meta-narrative project like that seemed to be the
best way I could think of responding to this rational, process-based
way of working. I was trying to be more discursive in the context
of ‘programming’ by relating it to a wider field of ideas like the
twentieth century or passive aggressiveness. At the time a lot of the
ideas that I wanted to try, deal with, or formalise, were based on specific
behavioural patterns and beliefs, and were attempts to somehow try
and think about things metaphysically. So, I was trying to apply that
way of thinking to the format of a website as theatre or as some kind
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of narrative environment, but with a slightly generative, incidental
nature to it.
The radio broadcast came from quite a different trajectory;
I made it not long after an exhibition for which I had developed
a different play. Mainly consisting of three speakers playing a 25-minute
audio piece, a 30-minute sequence of coloured light, three posters
and fabric sculptures, Stop Killing my Buzz was a much more structured
installation where sound and spoken word featured heavily to create
a surrealist mise-en-scène. The radio piece was a remix of that installation; a voice describing an impossible place, some generative computer
pieces and a recomposition of Underworld’s Born Slippy. This work comes
from thinking a lot about space and temporality within music, amongst
other things.
MG:
Going one step back, perhaps, to me the iterations of the The Joyful
System discuss technological infrastructures, the hidden systems
that have an impact on constructing contemporary socio-cultural narratives, the way they create limitations and boundaries of which we are
often unaware, or are too lazy to resist. This reminds me of the stories
of Raymond Carver and how his protagonists struggle with the ‘structures’
of the everyday and media culture of the 70s. The Joyful System proposes
something similar I think, in a two-fold manner: on the one hand there
are the thematics it discusses, on the other hand there are the structures
that determine the way people engage with them in a rather forceful
manner. I wonder where your interest in this comes from, I mean, how
taking people with you on a journey relates to your interest in the control
that media and perhaps digital infrastructure exert upon us?
RS:
It’s not so much an interest in these structures, but rather a reaction.
I suppose I am one of those people who doesn’t really trust much, like
I don’t think of having a set belief, but rather of looking at as much
as I can in an empirical way. I also have a bit of a problem with hierarchy
in certain contexts and somehow humouring these struggles in relation
to a more abstract experience is what I do; making up a story and
hopefully presenting something that people can relate to as well as being
confused by. So, the journey takes place to somehow reveal things, to try
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and confront objects, or huge systems, or even the ‘grand-scale’ perhaps.
Also, appropriation can reveal a lot in a very simple way.
MG:
You often use material derived from popular culture – clips from films
that somehow discuss the relationship between man and machine, iconic
media images and people as well as songs – but it is all reframed within
a new spatio-temporal framework in which sound plays an important role
in creating an immersive scenario. There is the opera-like structure to the
work on the or-bits.com website and here, in the publication, a script that
– although adopting only text – is about visual images, feelings and
soundscapes of the real or imaginary dimension of the protagonist.
What’s your relationship to media, to a way of working that I would
probably say is inter-media based, or is this is important to you at all?
RS:
The idea of mise-en-scène is something I would say relates to how
I think about these frameworks; creating a place that is within the mind
or generous to the readers’ own mind as well as being something
complex and immersive in itself, an atmosphere or the whole scene.
Using various media simultaneously, or along a time-based collage,
is something I feel comfortable with and sequencing different events
within this makes sense to me in how I want to portray a scene
or an image. Sound and music is something I also feel has an immediacy
that works for me.
MG:
I wonder what it meant to work with the pages of a book, rather
than let’s say the online dimension of a web page or a physical space?
What’s the relationship between this script (FOOK your ENTITLEMENT)
and the other( Your pre-approved for a Wire Transfer)?
RS:
They’re completely different works, but under my own defined project
The Joyful System. This umbrella title allows me to think and develop
something that is multi-layered and contradictory, but if viewed
or experienced together has a clear relationship. Presenting only writing
is quite a new thing for me and it’s something I feel strongly drawn
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towards – how we are always thinking to ourselves in words. (FOOK your
ENTITLEMENT) is somehow about being inside The Joyful System – I first
dreamt it up as the consciousness of a search in a search engine or an
undefined database. (FOOK your ENTITLEMENT) and (Your pre-approved
for a Wire Transfer) are different parts of the ‘whole’ scene or production.
MG:
And lastly, this is probably related to all the above, what does interface
mean to you, as a site of production and display?
RS:
I think a lot about interface actually: how a human face has a facade
with portals into something much more personal, or how the surface
of language functions to create various entry points into a larger structure of potential. But also I like to use the interface in a technological
context as a metaphor for the various call and response patterns
it can generate – almost as a behavioural characteristic. For example,
in the first Joyful System performance I set up eight iMacs to start
performing generative videos simultaneously at 3pm. Each computer
autonomously chose to display the word YES or NO and with each
decision it played a single tone of autonomous pitch and length.
What I was interested in with this element in the work was the idea
of the computer’s interface being reversed.
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